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Courtyard at “Penrhos Court ” [c.1100-1600 AD] Lyonshall HR5 3LH. From:  ‘The Cattle Shed’ Café–Bar. 

 
On land that belonged to ‘Mynarch, Prince of Powys’ in 1086 AD. Name means:  “Top of The Moor”. 

 
View from ‘The Cattle Shed’ car park through the “Kington Gap” into Radnorshire, Powys, Wales. 

This February was balmy – and barmy! “Balmy” because it was warmer than average for 

almost the whole month (see Weather report below) and included record-breaking heat on 

two or three days; “barmy” because the consequence of so much warmth and sunshine was 

an absolutely mad profusion of early sights and sounds – garden and wild flowers out 

months before they were due, bees and butterflies not normally seen until May, birds 

mating, nesting, even the surprise fledgling. Wow! It makes me feel so much better! I can 

ignore the doom-mongers who mutter about bad weather to come in March because a) they 

may be wrong and b) even if they are right, March can’t take away the good shot of joy I’ve 

just had!  

An interesting side-issue is that I can find very few appropriate quotations about February 

as most dwell on the cold, wet and continuing gloom of winter! Let’s go with two people, 

neither primarily a writer, who in their different ways were both stalwart supporters of the 

English countryside: 

Gertrude Jekyll,  [1843-1932] perhaps the most famous flower gardener England has ever 

had: 

“There is always in February some one day, at least, when one smells the yet distant, but 

surely coming, summer” 

William Morris,  [1834-1896] Arts and Crafts designer whose work often features English 

flora and fauna: 

“Late February days: and now, at last,  

Might you have thought that winter’s woe was past:  

So fair the sky was and so soft the air: 



Thanks, ‘Gertie’ and ‘Bill’!  I wish you could have been with us to enjoy 2019. Your spirit 

lives on. 

Seeing and Looking 

I mentioned last month that Lyonshall is described on the Herefordshire County website as 

one of the County’s “most rural” villages. Yippee! Long may it continue, because this Diary 

and I are devoted to what we see in the Parish. Our contributors see animals, birds, insects, 

trees and plants from their windows or while walking the dog and they see them in the 

surrounding fields, gardens, hedgerows, streams and woods, very rarely from a car and 

never from a car being driven specifically for that purpose. Seeing like this is open to people 

of every age, it’s free, it doesn’t pollute the countryside and it is delightfully accidental – no 

one knows for certain what they will see, which might be unusual, quirky, joyous or even 

gruesome! It’s not scientific, of course, but it’s lots of fun!  Compare that with looking .  

Urban and suburban friends get in their car or catch a train (when they have the time and 

the weather permits) and head for some pre-determined spot to look at birds, beasts or 

plants, most of which are known to be there. It’s organised, not free, necessitates transport 

and, as they get older, is increasingly difficult for them. Of course it’s important and not to 

be discouraged -- SSSIs, Nature Reserves and designated Wildlife Sites [SWSs] are vital for 

scientific study and for conservation. But heaven forfend that they should ever be 

considered a substitute for “ordinary” rural places like Lyonshall!  

This issue of the Country Diary, even more than most, celebrates the unexpected sightings 

of the month... 

 

Fauna 

 

Birds 

 To affirm the pleasure of accidentally seeing something, I’m starting with `Birds` because a 

bird was my first recorded “unexpected sighting” of the month: 

 On February 3rd I was staring out of my office window at nothing in particular when a bird 

flew onto the fence between garden and open field and stayed there for less than two 

minutes before flying away. My first thought was “Jay” – rare here but not unknown – but it 

wasn’t quite the right colour and didn’t have a flash of blue on its wings. I might never have 

identified it if I hadn’t mentioned it in an e-mail to Tony Norman who suggested “Waxwing” 

(Bombycilla garrulus – what a moniker!). Spot on! Thanks, Tony! It’s a bird I’ve never seen 

before in my long life but I can now pronounce confidently that it was either a female or a 

“first-winter” male, a winter migrant which has probably long since left the country. It was 

good to have that brief glimpse. 

         
                                                         ‘Waxwing’.                                 ' Claud ' at The Office! 

The following day, February 4th, the birds seen were not unusual in themselves but their 

behaviour was unexpected for early February – a pair of Robins courting and a Blue Tit 

examining nest boxes. And a cock Pheasant (there’s at least one here every Spring – I shall 

call this one ‘Claud’) who pecked gently but purposefully at the leaves on a rambler rose but 

ignored the rose hips.  

Talking of eating, a Robin has taken to waiting for his breakfast alongside the hens in my 

hen run every morning when I come to feed them. He’s no fool! Whoever coined the term 

“bird-brained” obviously never met a Robin. 



Also on the subject of bird behaviour, I was puzzled one sunny afternoon to hear the 

unmistakable sound of a terrier barking when I was convinced my own terrier was in the 

house, and none of the other local terriers was anywhere close. Then I realised this “terrier” 

was half way up a very tall pine tree and then - a Jackdaw flew away! 

As to numbers and types of birds, this year’s Big Farm Bird Count across 20 sites in 

Lyonshall and Pembridge recorded 50 different species, with an exceptional range of 

raptors, 6 of which are “red-listed” i.e. endangered species “of special conservation 

concern”. It’s good to know, however, that 4 raptors were recorded which almost certainly 

wouldn’t have been seen at all 50 years ago – the Red Kite, Sparrowhawk, Goshawk and 

Peregrine Falcon. The common Buzzard survives as ever.  There were also 4 “incomers”, 

fairly recent arrivals which are now resident – the Canada Goose, Collared Dove, French 

Partridge and Little Egret. (I remember first seeing a Little Egret opposite my house on the 

river at Brecon about 15 years ago – quite exotic for Powys and the Marches!) 

Finally, on the subject of raptors, at the end of the month, a Lyonshall resident driving to 

work along Spond Lane noticed a large fledgling in a hedgerow. It might have fallen from its 

nest but was apparently unharmed and he was able to stop and take these excellent photos 

through the passenger window – definitely a young Buzzard but two months earlier than is 

usual. Look how well its feathers camouflage it against the February hedgeline! 

 

           
     Fledgling Buzzard [Buteo Buteo] © Ahmad E. 

The only other surprise bird sighting was that of a Marsh Tit, visiting a peanut feeder at a 

house near the A44. Another bird I myself have never knowingly seen but I knew my 

informant to be 100% reliable so I looked `Marsh Tit’ up in a good “bird book” and was 

reassured to discover that its name is “misleading... as it has no fondness for marshes and 

is more frequently found in woodland or hedgerows” – the A44 isn’t subsiding into a bog!  

The Tawny Owls are still heard quite often, the Greater Spotted Woodpecker continues his 

drumming and the Nuthatch visits the feeders. We have Blackbirds, Woodpigeons, Wrens, 

various Tits and a multitude of Dunnocks and Sparrows.  

No other bird news except that I seem to have an exceptional number of bright and jolly 

little Chaffinches in the garden this year. 

 

Mammals 

Unfortunately I can report no “Tales of the Unexpected” among the mammal population of 

Lyonshall this month. No significant tales of the “Expected”, either! In alphabetical order the 

reported sightings are  

• Rabbits (adult - playing, running or nibbling grass),  

• Rats (adult – scuttling into hiding and probably also responsible for nibbling away 

the flowers on some garden primroses) and  

• Squirrels (adult – playing, running up and down trees, trying to get into the bird 

feeders and probably also responsible for primrose-damage in the hanging baskets) 

Insects 

More surprise sightings! Having speculated last month on why there were scented flowers 

when there were no insects, I’m very pleased to have seen some early insects this month 



and to have received contributions about others. By the middle of the month there were a 

few Gnats around and I saw my first Bumblebee of the year, flying past too quickly for more 

precise identification. However a far rarer Tree Bumblebee (Bombus hypnorum) has not only 

been recorded but photographed: 

 
'Tree Bumblebee' © Sarah C.                                           

The Tree Bumblebee was first found in the UK in Wiltshire in 2001 and has spread rapidly, 

particularly to this area. It is quite large and its colouring is distinctive, with a reddish-

brown thorax, black abdomen and white tail (The one shown above is a female). It is most 

notable for its habit of establishing nests in bird-boxes, sheds or loft-spaces following the 

queen’s nest-searching flights (usually in March) and can alarm householders, although 

most colonies have declined by July. Much more on the Bumblebee Conservation Trust 

website https://www.bumblebeeconservation.org – this is a great new sighting for 

Lyonshall’s ecology lists. 

Then Butterflies – in February! Brimstone, Red Admiral and Tortoiseshell Butterflies have all 

been seen here. 

 

Fish, Reptiles and Amphibians 

No fish news but the frogs are spawning and members of the public are asked to record any  

frogspawn or toad spawn, seen in any garden or rural ponds, on the Freshwater Habitats 

Trust’s ‘Pond Net’ Spawn Survey 2019: 

https://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/projects/pondnet/spawnsurvey2019/ 

Just click on the website – it’s quite user-friendly. 

Although I haven’t yet seen any spawn, I have seen my first frog of the year – sitting proudly 

in the semi-darkness of our porch on top of a half-dozen box of ordinary hens’ eggs late 

one evening! It was there for quite a few minutes, giving me time to collect my camera, but 

as I focused the camera the frog hopped off into the night. Anyone want a picture of a wet 

patch on top of a box of half-a-dozen eggs? No, I thought not!  But -- another accidental 

sighting -- it made me smile...  ☺ 

 

Flora 

In purely quantitative terms there have been even more unexpected sightings among the 

Lyonshall flora than among the fauna, most caused by the exceptionally warm weather. We 

showed several examples of early flowers in January and listed others, especially among the 

garden plants. In February the garden flower list lengthened and the wild flower list 

proportionately lengthened even more. And indirectly they led me to realise how little I 

actually know about botany, how complex it is... 

 

So – first question of this issue: 

White ‘Dog’ Violets – They grow in great profusion on the stony ground of the old railway 

track bed and spread further and further every year. They are enchanting little things but 

why so many white ones ? 

Everywhere else I’ve lived in England and Wales dog violets were the usual purple ones. Here 

there are just a very few purple ones and they always come into flower about a fortnight 

later than the white. Hence the old railway track-bed is already carpeted with white violets 

https://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/
https://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/
https://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/projects/pondnet/spawnsurvey2019/
https://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/projects/pondnet/spawnsurvey2019/


but the purple are nowhere to be seen. Why should one colour be later than the other? (In 

every other respect the plants appear to be exactly the same.) 

       
 The (White) Dog Violet [Viola rivinana] usually flowers in March –> May. 

Small Plants 

Other wild and long-since-self-seeded flowers to come into early bloom this February have 

included Celandines and Daffodils around the Church, Daisies, Dandelions, Deadnettle and 

Groundsel on odd bits of waste land, the first Primroses in the hedgerows and the first 

Kingcups (Marsh Marigolds) in The Upper Fishpool. 

 

 
       Celandine.              Daffodils.            Dandelion.        Deadnettle.         Kingcup.            Primrose. 

I am also indebted to a contributor for a beautiful photograph, taken at the end of the 

month of February, of an extremely early Wood Anemone and for the promise of things to 

come conjured up by a photo of early Purple Orchid leaves. 

         
  Anemone & Purple Orchid © Sarah C. 

In the garden the most notable addition to the flower display has been provided by Spring 

bulbs, particularly Crocuses in bright yellows, purples and stripes. I know it is considered to 

be “cool” to have monotone gardens or use a very limited colour palette but I’m too old to 

care about “cool”. Colour is for celebrating! Have you noticed how colours that would clash 

horribly if you wore them look fine together in the flower borders? 

 

             
             Narcissi.                                         Crocuses.                               Hyacinth.           Euphorbia. 

So, another `small plants’ question (actually a cross-over to the Fauna section) – 

Why have the pesky rodents (rats, squirrels, mice and voles) that nibble at the garden 

primroses destroyed the yellow and orange ones but largely left the red and blue ones 

alone?  Coincidence or something deep within the resident rodent psyche? (Among 



Crocuses, birds too allegedly prefer to peck at the yellow ones - but I haven’t observed any 

such activity this year.) 

 

Larger Shrubs and Trees 

The unseasonal mild weather has not yet had much obvious effect on the trees – a slight 

“greening” towards the end of the month and some visibly breaking buds, such as on the 

Beech. The Alder catkins opened up so quickly this year that they turned to yellow before 

their voluptuous purple phase was noticed and now, at a quick glance, look much the same 

as the Hazel catkins but just a bit shorter! 

 

”Isobel’s Oak” remains as magnificent as ever, as its February portrait [below] shows: 

 

 ‘Isobel’s Oak’ © Isobel H. Feb 2019. 

For information and comment on wider woodland matters please see the last section of this 

Country Diary. 

Fungi, Moss and Lichens 

Judging by lack of contributions and by my own sightings, February this year was relatively 

uninteresting in this category. We have no new moss or lichens to discover and only one 

fungus photo, yet another ‘Blushing Bracket’ on a very old, but still live {just}, Willow tree. 

 

     

The Blushing Bracket.  [Inedible]. 

 

So February was good, mainly thanks to the weather... 

 

Lyonshall Weather in February 

February was deemed to be a “record warm month” by some pundits but this has been 

heavily disputed by some inveterate “Weather Watchers”.  However, in our rural Parish of 

Lyonshall on the borders of Wales, it was certainly different!  The morning temperatures 

[08:30–>09:00am] veered from -1C in the shade at the start of the month to +10C towards 

the end.  The lowest recorded in the village was -4.7c on the 4th to +23.5c on the 25th!  A 

difference of nearly 30 degrees Celsius.  Unusual, to say the least.  Rainfall was at a record 

low however with less than 30 mm across The Parish.  Different maybe but very welcome 

still to the flora & fauna - as long as the month of March does not turn cold and spoil it all! 

 



 

      
 

Woodland Walks 

As many of our readers will know, the “Kington Walks Group” are planning a second 

“Spring Weekend” for April 2019, following last year’s success, and if the good weather 

holds this year’s walks should be even better. In particular they plan to “celebrate the 50th 

anniversary of the Offa’s Dyke Association with a selection of walks along the “National 

Trail”. This could be good news for The Parish of Lyonshall, although the section of the Trail 

through Lyonshall Park Wood, when I last saw it, was in dire need of maintenance and 

access to Lyonshall Park Wood will be “restricted to the bridleway [‘Permissive path’ LZ23] 

only” (Minutes of our CPC’s Meeting of February 14th, 2019). So I’ve been thinking about 

woodland walks and other woodland activity in this and the wider Herefordshire/Shropshire 

area.  

Many of us will have enjoyed the walks and the release from stress and feelings of 

tranquillity which gentle walking in ancient woodland can bring. But it is only recently in the 

UK that the particular benefits of walking or, better still, “immersing yourself” in woodland 

have been formally recognised. This is the Japanese practice of ‘shinrin yoku’ – “forest 

bathing” – which is described as drawing on the powers of nature and connecting people 

with the natural environment and “one of the cornerstones of Japanese health”. There’s no 

bathing involved – just walk or stand in the woods and relax! And it’s no longer “off the 

wall”!  Paths and places for ‘forest bathing’ have been identified and designated by The 

Forestry Commission and by The National Trust, amongst others – unfortunately none in 

north Herefordshire that I’ve tracked down yet but I believe there are plans for one 

somewhere just this side of Ludlow. Let’s not dismiss the idea as “wacky nonsense” too 

quickly – surely anything which helps to “connect people with the natural environment” 

should be encouraged, especially for those whose daily lives are not spent in a rural 

environment? Conifer plantations, “sad parodies of real woodland” as described in a recent 

Times article, don’t apply! We need more ecology-minded visitors; maybe this is an activity 

we should explore. 



 
 

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at 

jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 

Some Pictures that did not make the cut this month: 

 

            
  The early Snowdrops @ The Church.       Early lambs @ Isobel’s Oak.      ‘Pieris’ shrub in flower in February. 

 
'Leo' {or ‘Mouse’} the Turkish Kangols on guard at “Penrhos Court”. 

 

                    
           Crocus blossom in early February.           Permissive Footpath ‘LZ10A’ - Feb 2019. 
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